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Introduction 

It may be stated with considerable justification that 

the history of man has also been the history of war. Ruthless 

slaughter, insane outpourings of blood, and calculated cruelty 

have seemingly always been man's self-inflicted fate. Yet 

never before the post World War II era has the potential for 

total global devastation truly existed. 

The wonders of technology and a determination to pro

tect ourselves at any cost have propelled us into the age of 

thermonuclear overkill. Both the United states and the Soviet 

Union now possess the capability to destroy men and vaporize 

communities many times over. 

Yet the above statement is absolute nonsense: once a 

man is dead, he is dead; once a region has been incinerated, 

for all practical purposes, it ceases to exist. Nevertheless, 

the United States currently retains 11,000 strategic nuclear 

warheads* to be tar~eted principally at 156 Soviet cities with 

populations of 100,000 or more. 1 This means that each of these 

sites could be hit more than 70 times with a thermonuclear weapon. 

1he reader will excuse my re-statement of the obvious: a man 

can be no "deader" after being destroyed for the 70th time than 

the first. This will hold true no matter what the victim's 

*Not to mention 7,000 tactical U.S. nuclear warheads in Europe. 



political ideology. No additional deterrence from nuclear war 

can be gained by attempting to kill again those who have already 

perished in the holocaust. 

Such national-priorities emphasis on assured destruction 

and overkill fosters a world in which the populations of the 

two most powerful countries are over-armed and, in many cases, 

under-fed. 

The position of this Honors Thesis may be summed up in 

the followings Military expenditures are far in excess of 

national defense needs. The Pentagon's budget is rather a 

function of military, industrial, economic, and political incen-

tives aimed at increasing a.l1d sustaining "defense" expenditures 

at exorbitantly high levels. The United States has become 

"locked-in" to a system of defense which is enormously perva

sive, incredibly expensive, and makes constant demands for more 

men, money, and machines. The Military-Industrial Comnlex (MIC) 

is often held accountable to no one outside its own ranks. 

Benefits from this system have become widespread and created , -
potent interest groups and supported individuals who seek the 

systemVs perpetuation and continued grmvth. 

Such factors have significantly reduced incentives to 

control De~qrtment of Defense (DOD) spending. Largely unscru

tinized military outlays result in huge wastes - both in 

unnecessary production and Research and Development (R&D) and 

procurement inefficiencies. The arms race also is further 

exacerbated by continually greater DOD outlays (especially 

those in the strategic area). Incredible social costs are 



imposed by the MIC's considerable success in attaining its goals. 

Perhaps the greatest tragedy is that these social costs are 

largely unnecessary. 

The reason for the situation described above lies in the 

relationship between Cold War psychology and A) capitalism (and 

its profit motive), B) the military (and its bureaucratic incen

tives), C) representative government (and institutional biases 

linked with indiscriminate "pump-priminetf economics), and D) 

the political and social position of the military. The combi

nation of these factors (thus far [7ossJ-:l oversirl'9lified) creates 

a concurrence of interests vThose size. resources. and nower allow 

it to seriously compromise and/or defeat its critics. 

Let' -':;he reader clear.ly unders-'-;~nd from the outset: t!"1i:::; 

writer uner~'_li yoc~lly supports fl strong nntion:11 defense. Uni

latera:!. dif'r:.rmament, vThile perhflps, Morally enliGhtened, is not 

today a v12.b1e alternative. This thesis in no way advocates a 

stratec;y of vleakness and depn.ndence on the "lovin~ nature of 

mankind." Such is decidedly not the position of this paper. 

The fundamental point is this: The reasons for the excessively 

high levelE of defense spending are to be found less abroad than in 

the incentives and inertia of the Military-Ir.dustrial Complcx • 

. If knowledge is the first step in bringing beneficial 

socia] chanf,e, it is hoped that these words will in some way 

add to that knowledge. The question posed in this paper, alone 

with an attemp~cd explanation, is;"Why so much for the Military?" 



Section One 

One of the most significant factors of the post World 

War II world has been the Cold War between the United States 

and the Soviet Union. There has probably been no other single 

chain of events which has so profoundly influenced the fates 

of the major nations during this period. A central element 

of this Cold War has been the atomic bomb, and more recently, 

the thermonuclear warhead. 

The United States emerged from the war 
(World War II ] with a vast sense of power, and 
indeed, as the most powerful single state in the 
world, anxious to attain a highly organized 
world economic and political community as a pre
condition to the realization of its vital peace 
aims. 2 

Never before had America stood out so prominently in 

the affairs of the world as at the end of World War II. She 

intended to reshape a shattered world in her own image. One 

force seemed to threaten the accomplishment of this dream I 

monolithic Communism. The chasm of differing political ide

ologies took on great significance and rapidly turned the 

United States and the Soviet Union into protagonists in a bi

polar world.* 

*The purpose of this paper is not to furnish the reader with 
a history of the Cold War; yet to understand the reasons for 
the protagonists' constant preparation for nuclear war, the 
reader must glimpse at least some of its major assumptions 
and themes. 
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World War II seemed to confirm all traditional American 

strategic axioms. Victory had been the result of massive out

pourings of material. Strategic bombing was seen as a linchpin 

of victory, that is, the enemy's unconditional surrender. This 

directed American strategic thought toward an adaptation of 

Second World War concepts. Nuclear weapons were incorrc~ated 
'l 

in-t::o existinf: !1r.rt~-:ices ~~ ~ T'1ore eff:i.ci~nt e7r:10~ive • .,..I It ~.s 

a vr:-r:r t"hcrt and lOf-i.cal ~tep from the~A T'("If'itio'!1s +'0 tr,e doc-

trines of Cont~inry~~t and Massive Retaliation. Each sought to 

keep defense budgets at miniMum levels because of the envisaged 

negative i!r!,'lacts of larg-e Pentagon expenditures on the national 

economy. Yet as early as 1949 the concept of necessarily high 

budgets for the military on a sustained basis was conceptual

ized in the "Long Haul Strategy. ,,4 

Primary components of national security (e.g. allies, 

time, overseas balance of power, oceans, and industrial capac

ities) underwent rapid change in relative importance. 5 Flexible 

Response to brush-fire wars and an improved national defense 

became a touchstone of the 1960 presidential campaign. There

after the arms race increased dramatically - focused especially 

on the Intercontinental Ballistic Missile component of stra

tegic power. The Vietnam tragedy absorbed considerable American 

attention, manpower, 8.nd resources 0 Concurrent with Vietnam 

escalation and disengagement were the development of many 

technologically sophisticated weapons systems which had cost 

overruns in the multi-billion dollar range and which often 

exhibited critical failures in performance. 
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By skillfully exploiting Cold War fears, political and 

economic pressure, and clever marketing techniques, the mili

tary establishment has been able to secure a disproportionate 

share of federal budgets and national resources. Simple eco

nomic self-interest has drawn millions of workers, their labor 

unions, and elected officials into the Military-Industrial C~m

plex. To the industrialist and worker more and larger defense 

contracts mean higher profits, wages, and prosperity - not war. 

To the general, an escalated missile program means success, 

security, a.nd prestige. To the politician, a new defense 

establishment or contract order in his district means another 

"feather in his cap" come election day. Self-interest has 

brought us to the age of thermonuclear devastation, overkill, 

and increasing claims for "national defense". 

An appraisal of United states destructive capabilities 

as a means of at~~ining its national goals is useful at this 

point. The United states seeks, as does the Soviet Union, 

freedom from enemy attack and/or the consequences of the threat 

of such attack through what is known as "deterrence". That 

is, the consequences of an overt act of war would be so incom

parably worse than any conceivable gain from an attack that 

the potential aggressor is effectively and unambiguously dis

couraged from beginning hostilities. In relations between the 

superpowers it is assumed that any life-or-death struggle would 

result in nuclear weapons being used "to gain comparative advan

tage over the other power. 
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Strategic power is generally defined as the calculated 

capability to deliver nuclear weapons on the homeland of an 

adversary. Included in the formula are technical, political, 

and economic factors which inhibit or aid the production and 

use of these weapons. 6 The appraisal of strategic power is 

in no way simpl~r accomplished, as there are a multitude of 

relevant, relative factors. For example, "superiority in 

deliverable megatonnage (as the Soviet Union possesses J is 

essentially meaningless when a relatively small number of 

weapons can inflict heavy damage."? Differences in national 

demography mean that differing sizes and numbers of weapons 

would be n8eded to inflict comparable levels of damage. 8 The 

preferred measure of strategic power is the relative ability 

to 'Ipunish tI an opponent in a nuclear exchange. 9 Therefore t 

it would appear that whoever can amass the greatest destructive 

capability should be the most secure. Right? Wrong! 

As Henry Kissinger explains, 

But when weapons have become extremely power
ful, there is an upper limit beyond which increased 
destructiveness pays diminishing returns. When both 
sides are capable of inflictin~ catastrophic losses 
on each other with their forces-in-1being, an incre
ment of destructive power may be sttategically 
insignificant. 

The greater the power of individual weapons, the 
less the importance of numbers ore't~n of quality •••• 10 

In short, power has ~own dispT~portionate to most 
of the objectives in dispute. 11 

Superiority in the world of nucle2T armaments has little 

meaning; it is an obsolescent concept •. ~en if this were not 

so, the attempt to attain a significant ~periority in the 
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long-run would be costly and futile. The National Security 

Council determined in 1969 that due to Soviet nuclear power 

and ability to respond to technological improvements in u.S. 

strategic forces, superiority would clearly be impossible to 
. t. 12 ma1n a1n. 

Furthermore, attempts to achieve strategic superiority 

can generate fears, create tensions, and exacerbate the arms 

race for continually new and improved instruments of genocide. 

The public is led to believe a tragically expensive type of 

science fiction in the quest for military superiority, i.e., 

that this pre-eminence of power is both possible and advisable 

in an advanced nuclear ageo 13 What Americans and Soviets alike 

must come to realize is that efforts to gain significant mili

tary advantages will have more impact on overall levels of 

armaments and defense expenditures than on the strategic bal

anceo It must be realized, too, that absolute security for one 

nation means the absolute insecurity of all others. 

Less than ten percent of the u.s. strategic weapons 

arsenal would be needed to inflict fifty to eighty million 

soviet deaths in just the first effects of an attack. 14 The 

overkill capacity on both sides is so great that the basic 

nature of military power has been transformed. Either of the 

nuclear powers can destroy the other, and neither can prevent 

the other from doing so.15 

Currently any defensive strategy or technological inno

vation can be either saturated p overwhelmed, and/or evaded by 

a variety of nuclear and other offensive weapons systems. 
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Overall military power cannot today be defined as the sum of 

its parts. An improved warhead, a missile with improved pena

trability, a faster fighter may produce just that -- but they 

cannot alter the superpowers' fundamental overkill capa.city.16 

Perhaps the following fact by its striking nature can 

give some insight into the exponential leaps with which anni

hilating capabilities have increased. "one plane, or one 

missile, or one underwater mine can carry explosive power 

equivalent to all the explosive released over Europe during 

the Second World war."l? Recall, as mentioned earlier, that 

the U.S. has over 18,000 thermonuclear warheads - 7,000 sta

tioned in Europe and 11,000 more dispersed in bases in the 

Continental United States and the rest of the world. 

Nuclear war - as long as present destructive capabilities 

exist (and they show no sign of declining) - could never be 

a rational alternative by any government which values the sur

vival of even a small part of its population. Especially since 

both major powers have developed relatively invulnerable forces 

designed to ride out a surprise nuclear attack p the potential 

aggressor is in no way assured of comparatively fewer casual

ties by even an all-out first strike. Henry Kissinger believes 

it inconceivable that a 

President [as well as a Premier 1 could ever gain 
sufficient confidence to stake everything on weap
ons for which there is no operational experience 
in wartime, on the basis of tenuous intelligence 
and with the certainty of tens of millions of 
casualties. 18 



In calculating costs of deterrence through Mutual 

Assured Destruction (MAD), it is apparent that the focus of 

such scrutiny must clearly rest with the adv~nced weapons 

systems. Some erroneously allege that the importance of 

strate["'i~ weapons is grossly overstated. They express the 
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viewpoint that the bulk of defense expenditures are accounted 

for by the deployment worldwide of ground and naval forces. 

This argument conveniently overlooks the fact that 

lar~e weapons systems dominate both tactical ~nd strategic 

missions. It is the body of major weapons systems around 

which the plethora of other defense expenditures revolves. 19 

While at one time it was the vast numbers of individual soldiers 

upon which the strength of 8n nrmy rested, it is no longer so. 

The domin~.nt expense is that incurred by researching, develop-

ing, procuring, :'3.nd maintaird.np" ultra-sophisticated weapons 

systems - e.f!. the F-U.l fighter or C-5A cargo jet, the Minute-

man III missile, or the Trident or Polaris submarines. The 

masses of maintenance and support personnel are merely animate 

appendages of the modern machines of mega-death. 20 

And the costs! The incredible, utterly incomprehensible 

costs! It has been estimated that it will cost more than $153 

billion for the services to acquire 116 weapons systems cur

rently being developed. 21 If the reader-taxpayer still hasn't 

begun to clutch at his wallet, he may wish to do so before 

goinG further - because he's heard only the beginning. The 

costs of aCQuisition are just a small part of the weapons pic

ture. Once developed and nrocured, the systems still must be 
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operated, maintained, and serviced. The costs of fielding and 

supporting weapons systems is estimated at from 5 times to ten 

times the cost of acquisition. 22 

James B. Conant, assistant on the Manhattan atomic bomb 

project, vividly portr~:~.rs the Defense Department i.n regard to 

rese~rr,h and '··""?'!J0ns develorrment, which "is not unlikE" tl,c 

An~! m::.;nr' weApon system may be a multi-billion 

dolls.r project. The political and economic impact of such a 

decision must not be overlooked. This defense contract will 

mean tens of thousands of jobs, instant interests ,~~ups, a 

gushing flew of funds from which many may draw "water". The 

interests of the career officer, the corporate chief tan, the 

blue-collar worker, and the politician all begin to coincide. 

The jackpot seems to pay all and promise the chance for more. 

We turn now to consider the military and the defense 

industry for their special incentives, influences, and impacts 

on pu~lic policy and the budget. 

Section Two 

The National Security Bureaucracy is not a static, 

non-motivated grouping of disparate interests. Rather it is 

a collection of organizations and branches whose success and 

survival depend on fending off cut-backs and expanding the scope 

and perceived importance of their operations. This phenomenon 

exists in a.ll bureaucracies J yet the mo~t spectacular example 

of this bureaucratic principle is the military. Its unique, 
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pervasive grasp on society gained through power. fear-threats, 

institutional legitimacy, and the option of secrecy makes its 

position almost unassailable. The ultimate purpose of this 

organizational struggle is to increase the relative influence 

of its own being - with little regard for the position or 

attainment of other societal values. As soon as (and possibly 

before) the bureaucracy's political objectives are met, new 

claims and rationales will be advanced for increased amounts 

and types of benefits. 1 -

Henry Kissinger exposes one of the military's motives 

in Nuclear Weapon..§. and Foreie-;n Policy, "Each service seeks to 

get under its control every weapon ••• it considers essential, 

even if such a weapon already exists in a sister service and 

even though it is almost impossible to draw a definite line 

between essential targets for air. land, and sea warfare. ,,2 

Each service desires a favored "place in the sun" and consid-

erable inter-service rivalry is one of the results. Although 

the competition of this rivalry may make for a stronger mili

tary at a lesser cost than would otherwise be the case, the 

. competition also promotes the logrolling of budget requests 

by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who must pass them unanimously. 

The military budget requests tend to remain in three equal 

pieces - each at its maximum feasible level.) Whenever the 

fear-threat can be successfully employed before Congress or 

the Executive, inter-service rivalries act with an accelerating 

effect - rather than as mutual checks - on military spending 

and influence.4 
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Although distinguishing strategic missions is impossible 

to accomplish simply by noting the service branch, there is 

little agreement between the services on the proper strategic 

doctrine. Partially because of this, each service stru~gles 

to obtain every weapon imaginable for the destruction of what 

it believes constitutes an essential target. One top policy

maker has gone so far as to suggest that it would be easier to 

permit a duplication of effort between, for instance, Air Force 

and Navy than to secure one's adaptation to the other's stra

tegic doctrine. 5 Easier, indeed, to incur exorbitant costs. 

The pattern of the Defense Department as a whole is 

clear I it is one of undermining the Soviet deterrent while 

complaining that the other side may at sometime in the indefi .. 

nite future undermine that of the U.S. Pressures go beyond 

traditional underestimation of cost and overestimation of per

formance of u.s. weapons systems being developed or procured. 

DOD invariably exaggerates to whip-up public and Congressional 

support for absolute U.s. security, which, of necessity, means 

absolute insecurity for all others - thus, a permanent arms race. 

One might reasonbly ask how, in general terms. the mili

tary attempts to "sell" itself and increase demands for its 

wares. One method is for the Pentagon to portray itself as a 

vendor of protection. (Les~ the reader forget, ns previously 

noted, there is admittedly nothing either super-power can do 

to significantly lessen its own catastrophic casualties once 

hostilities have begun.) 



Find some common desire, some widespread uncon
scious fear or anxiety; think out a way to relate 
this wish or fear to the product you have to sell; 
then build a bridge of verbal or pictorial symbols 
over which your customer can pass from fact to com
pensatory dream, and from the dream to the illusion 
that your produc~, when purchased, will make the 
dream come true. 
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Thus we no longer buy a fighter (e.g. the multi-billion 

dollar F-l11,whose wings have a tendency to falloff in flight), 

we buy security. We do not just procure an advanced tank (e.g. 

the MBT-70 which was cancelled after costs became prohibitive), 

we obtain deterrence from Soviet attack. Every new means of 

destruction contemplated becomes, according to the Pentagon. 

the "minimum needed". The remoteness of circumstances under 

which such a system would be the "minimum needed" is rarely 

offered, or for that matter, even requested during budget exami

nation. Whenever the Pentagon's judgment is questioned, there 

is always resort to a psychological weapon known as "'That's 

secret, sir. You wouldn't want to endanger national defense, 

would you?" After all, the money is being spent for "defense" 

against a foreign threat - not merely sOme frivolous welfare 

program! 

If this, combined with a 40 million dollar public rela-

i "'.. . t ons burl~f"t. I nt:tll 1S not rm~c(lssfl!l 1n cf'lflti.nr; out doubt~, 

at least two ~tr~d:0r:ies remain I double-think and the restraint 

of outside surveillance. An example of the first is tragi

comic because of its commentary on the level of thought in 

some top decision-makers. Always eager to save the taxpayers 

money, the Pentagon devised its own ingenious scheme for 
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The systematic p~rpetuation of ignorance of relevant 

facts is not the only means of defrauding the taxpayer and 

senselessly contributing to cost escalation. Sometimes the 

military's motives are attained through what may euphemistically 

be called a "bureaucratic truth" or more correctly - blatant 

lieso Senator Proxmire, outspoken critic of military excess 

and chairman of the Subcommittee on Economy in Government 

(of the Joint Economic Committee), has lost any naive credulity 

in regard to the military. Proxmire states his experienced 

cynic ism this way I "The low initial [cost J estimates when 

weapons systems are authorized are not a matter of minor mis

judgment or good faith miscalculation.o •• They (the Pentagon] 

purposely underestimate the cost of these weapons systems in 

order to get them established and to get Congress and the 

country com:nitted to them."il 

Expert testimony before Congress corroborates this 

point. The Director of Procurement Control and Clearance for 

the Navy explained: "We play games. We know that if we tell 

the DOD ••• how much something is really going to cost, they 

may scrub it. And they know that if they tell Congress how 

much it is really going to cost the Congress may scrub it ... 12 

The concealment of facts from Congress, false testimony, chang

ing of internal cost reports, and collusion with industry all 

reflect, if not the actual viOlation of ~he law, certainly the 

law's irrelevance to the Pentagon. These ngames" have meant 

that 90 percent of the major weapons sys1ems procured end up 

costing at least twice as much as was originally estimated. 

The typical cost overrun may be from 300 to 700 percent. i3 
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This is not to say that the Pentagon pays no attention 

to the law. One might surmise that the military would be very 

conscientious in the enforcement of certain statutes like Pub-

lic Law 85-804. In it is the provision that the Defense Depart-

ment may designate any company "essential to the national defense." 

(N.B. the company receives such a designation, not a specific 

weapon or contract.) Corporations deemed "essential" may then 

be given contracts, beneficial contract modification, or funds 

with or without consideration (i.e. no corporate performance 

is required). Such decisions and grants do not require justi

fication (i.e. the GAO may not investigate the decisions).14 

The GAO has maintained no statistics on the amount of funds 

authorized under PL85-804 or similar laws. 15 

Fear-appeals, public relations, secrecy, and other 

tools used by the Pentagon have gained for it great success. 

No single organization with control of 430 major foreign bases 

and 3.000 other installations overseas, ownership of real 

estate in the U.S. greater than the area of the state of New 

York, with personal property holdings valued at 164.1 billion 

dollars, and with uniqu~ social, political, and economic posi

tion as are held by the military can be called anything but 

titan in a world of Tom Thumbs. 16 If power is the base for 

more power, then it is no wonder that the military takes the 

share of the budget that it does. Unsurpassed decision-power 

over manpower, Materials, and industrial production is possessed 

by the Pentagon. 
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But let us not foreet its potent ally who enjoys many 

concurrent interests I the military's rarriage partner - industry. 

This union is hardly an innovation of "New Morality". One is 

very safe in saying that profiteering (making excessive profits 

on defense contracts) is as American as the American Revolution 

or the War of 1812 or the Spanish American War, etc. Profiteer-

ing is as American as, whY •• ocapitalism. 

Excessive profits made on the production of instruments 

of war is in no way novel. For instance. testimony before 

Congress during investigation of exorbitant pricing for armor 

plate in 1896 is revealing. It seems that the two sole manu

facturers of warship plating, the Carnegie Steel Company and 

the Bethlehem Steel Company, got into some "hot water" over 

their questionable pricing policies. More than one set of eye

brows was raised, for example, at the discovery that Bethlehem 

was charging the Navy 200 percent the price being charged the 

Russian government for the same armor plate. Neither company 

would admit anything but the most up-right, straight-forward 

business practices, and Andrew Carnegie himself testified that 

a deep sense of patriotism was his sole reason for being in 

the armor plate business.17 

Thus, profiteering is nothing new. But never before 

the Cold War had the opportunity for it persisted over so many 

years or on such a massive scale. A state of sustained fear 

and suspicion coupled with an institutionalized fervor for 

spreading the gosple of Americanism and a sometimes neurotic 

compulsion to prove the United States technologically· 
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(measured in terms of product performance). in the decade 

1957-1966 its after-tax earnings on investment were more than 

ntJl t f .. d t 20 A 1v~ above the aggrega e or Amer1can 1n us ryo one year 

study concluded by the GAO in 1964 revealed $500 million of 

waste on only 5 percent of military and NASA contracts during 

that period. A reasonable extrapolation of these figures would 

argue persuasively that during this one-year period there was 

approximately $10 billion of questionable charges to the govern

ment through defense and NASA spending alone. 21 

Under the current contract system contractors in non

competitive situations (approximately 90 percent of all con

tracts are non-competitive 22 ) are provided with an incentive 

to increase costs and exacerbate inefficiency to maximize 

profits. Entrepreneurial investment of effort and equipment 

to enhance production efficiency tends to lower. rather than 

increase, long term profits. 23 Incentives for the contractor 

strongly motivate him to cause the price of his weapon system 

to escalate. 

Cost increases not only increase sales and nro
fits. they also make possible continued retention 
and replacement of ~overnMent-owned property, steady 
flows of progress payments, maintenance of skilled 
and unskilled labor pools, competitive advant<Je;es 
over smaller defense and commercipl firms. 2.nd all 
the economic and political beneiits that accrue 
from beinlJ a large and entrenched government con
tractor. 2 

As indicated above, not only are defense contracts often

times exorbitantly profitable in obvious ways, but there are 

also enormous profits which could never be seen from looking 

at a firm's profit and loss statement. Benefits which are not 
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"profit" are numerous and significanto Firms acquire all 

patent rights gained through advances in technology at the 

government's expense. The firms are then legally entitled 

to all, earnings from what is truly "government-owned" know-

ledge. Hidden profits accrue to the firm whose production 

inefficiency gains it a larger sale-base. 25 The corporation 

is also able to lower its average total cost of cornmerclal 

production by passing part of general administrative expenses 

and overhead along to the taxpayer. The House Select Committee 

on Researcr and Development reported in 1964 that scientists 

and engineers were being maintained by contractors in stand-

by "brain-pools" to enhance their positions in bidding on and 

receiving new projects. As such, these costs can be passed 

along to tre government as overhead while simultaneously the 

possibility of competition in the industry is decreased through 

the difficulty of entrance of new firms. 26 

. Any industry which incurs profits in the magnitude cited 

above certainly will have an extremely potent interest in main

taining anc. enlarging the market demand for its product. The 

defense industry is obviously no exception to this rule. That 

is the nature of private enterprise. Yet, the matter is open 

to serious question whether the defense industry may be legiti

mately called "private ~nterprise". 

Renowned economists like John Kenneth Galbraith reject 

this idea a.nd say instead that corporations such as North 

American-Rockwell, Lockheed, General Dynamics, and Boeing are 

in reality public extensions of government bur~aucracy. 
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Nevertheless, the popular misconception that they are private 

opens the door to a host of means of increasing weapons systems 

development and procurement. The methods range from direct lobby

ing to financial support of pro-military, ··private" organiza

tions. 27 

Even military strategy may be affected by defense 

industry desires. The major concern of those heavily depen-

dent on defense contracting is strategic weapons systems. 

Consequently, this ind ustry has a vested interest in assuring· 

the position and increasing the funding for the systemso 28 

The unique market structure of supply and demand for 

armaments has a marked effect upon the industry. Defense pro

duction is characterized by oligopoly and monopoly.29 In 

1967, 15 companies (including nine of the largest defense con

tractors) held 84 percent of the $2.6 billion of government

owned production equipment. 30 The top ten defense subcontactors 

received 80 percent or more of all subcontracts. The leading 

subcontractors were often themselves major prime contractors. 31 

While some might allege that the oligopolistic market structure 

is the restllt of economies, of scale, such an explanation is 

far from complete. To a considerable extent, it is because 

the governT1cnt concentrates defense spending in so few firms, 

that it appears obliged to do so.32 

In partial consequence of this market structure, major 

aerospace firms depend on the government for as much as 95 

percent of their business. 33 Just twelve aerospace contractors 

accounted for more than 55 percent of the industry production, 
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which averaged $9 billion annually (1966-1969) in DOD pur

chases. 34 Incompetance, extravagance, and mismanagement all 

have the tendency to increase, rather than decrease, profits 

and are subsidized the federal government. 

Large corporations have the advantage of averaging their 

profits for investigative purposes. Thus, excessive profits 

can be made where there is no competition and monopoly and 

smaller profits earned on competitive contracts. This has two 

negative consequences for those outside the vested interests. 

A) the la.rge corporation's ability to average profits allows 

it to underbid smaller firms, and thereby virtually eliminates 

meaningful competition; and B) a conglomerate's subsidiaries 

cannot be adequately checked for extra-legal profits which may 

be hidden in the mass of sub-corporations and accounting intri

cacies. 35 Small business is discriminated against; the most 

recent trend has been towards further decreasing small firms' 

already minor share of contracting. 36 

A policy shift in the 1960's to the production of fewer, 

more technologically advanced, multipurpose weapons has had a 

great impact in a number of areas. Because production capa

city became excessive, obtaining government contracts (especi

ally in the aerospace and ship-building industries) became a 

matter of economic survival for many firms. This has induced 

contractors to propose unrealistically low price estimates, 

to promise above what can be realistically delivered, and to 

stress weapons sophistication. The enormous amount of funds 

involved in just one program also increases the problem of 
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allocating resources among and within the services, since the 

decision to proceed with a project creates a powerful inertial 

effect and virtually guarantees a branch's secure "place in 

the sun" in Don. 37 

Contractor performance, sometimes unconsidered due to 

a sense of awe at the incred5.hle flying machines and their 

technological refinement, has often been stunning - not amazin~ly 

good, that is, but shockingly poor. Some comparisons with other 

nations' war industries may be very illuminating. Apparently 

"good 01' Americ~n in[",cnui ty" isn't all that ingenious. WhD.e 

a U.S. contrE'.ct("'l .... mic:ht us~ Rcv~ral hundred engine"'rs on a sj.1"'-

gl p ~t)mpon~nt of an advancE'd fighter, -t1",e u~'lal French O~ (!c!'r."~_n 

developT"If'.nt team will vary fro~ three to fifty cn~ineers on an 

aircraft or fro~ three to ten on an el~~tronics project. In 

stark contrast to the American practice in ~,ero~pace engineer

ing departm~nts of having almost twenty acministrntive personnel 

for every technical employ~e, the ratio for European development 

is just the opposite. 38 

Failure of contractor performance is even more profound 

when measured by other ~ndices. Most people assume after con

stantly hearing of weapon - sophistication improvements that 

armament effectiveness is improving. But, "it ainOt necessarily 

so." Modern high-cost aircraft avionics (electrical and elec

tronics systems, e.g.,advanced radar and guidance controls) 

have been appraised by knowledgeable sources as being in some 

cases from 20 to 300 percent ~ effective than World War II 

iron bombsights. 39 Richard A. StubbinG' weapons system analyst 
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for the former Bureau of the Budp.:et reported, "Less than 40 

percent of the effort (during the 1960's1 produced systems 

with acceptable electronic performance.,,40 Of thirteen major 

aircraft and missile programs dependent on complex electronic 

systems procured by the Navy and Air Force from 1955 to 1970, 

only four performed at a level 75 percent or above tr.eir required 

contract specifications. Five had performance levels under 75 

percent of requirements. Four more were eventually cancelled 
. La because of poor reliability or unacceptable cost escalat1on. 

Schedule slippages of from six months to three years 

were noted in 34 of 57 major weapons systems selected for 

examination.42 Performance levels were below requirements in 

29 of the systems. (Seventeen of these experienced both 

4" improvement and degradation of performance.) J 

EVen the untrained eye is not strained to see the effect 

of poor contractor performance in higher costs. During a six-

year period the C-5A cargo jet increased in cost by $26.6 mill

ion to reach a price of $55 million eachl 44 The B-1 bomber, 

proposed successor to the B-52 and problem-plagued FB-lll, expe

rienced cost escalation of 44 percent in three years. Present 

estimated per unit cost for the B-1 is a shocking $51.5 million.45 

Neither are the examples cited strikingly atypicaJ.. 

Between 1950 and 1968 the real cost of the average bomber and 

military transport plane rose 300 percent and the average 

fighter almost 800 percent. 46 

The money that bouEht 100,000 f:ir::hter aircraft during 
World War II, when ad~u8ted for inflation would buy 
less (. sic] than 1,000 F-14 fighters today. The money 
that bouf';ht 57,000 tanks during World War II would now 
buy fewer than 2,000 main battle tanks. 4 7 
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This cost growth was principally a product of increasing per

formance demands and the subsequent technological difficulties 

that must be overco~e to achieve them. These factors can be 

expected to push costs ever upward - no matter how well the 

prograMs are managed. 

What is far less obvious is whether "advancing the state

of-the-art" (as it is affectionately known in Pentagon circles) 

is always worth the price. Case and point! each engine for the 

F-15 fighter costs over $1 million. A DOD expert estimated 

that about 20 percent of the total price was added by increas-
48 ing thrust 5 percent. 

Constantly escalating weapon sophi.stication has ner:ative 

military ramifications quite apart from cost growth. First, 

these systems become lucrative targets for enemy attack and 

thus are top priorities for destruction. Because loss of a 

relatively few weapons or planes may significantly affect 

military capabilities, real defense is downgraded 0 Secondly. 

since large numbers are prohibitively expensive, deployment 

to a war theater is sparseo Third, due to increased complexity, 

the ratio of system readiness time to "down time" is worsened. 

Thus, weapons sophistication - the highly extolled panacea of 

the modern military - creates serious problems in effective

ness, cost, and defense considerations.49 

In Section Two the military and industry were reported 

on in terms that maximized their individual entitieso Section 

Three will seek to expand on this, emphasizing the coincidence 

of interests and explain some of the working relationships of 

the Military Industrial Complexo 
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Section Three 

What is meant by the term "Military-Industrial Complex" 

or MIC? Briefly, the concept is that a potent and entrenched 

military establishment will almost inherently develop mutual 

ties with the industry which supplies weapons designated as 

the "minimum needed" for deterrence and defense. Civilian 

firms and numerous citizens prosper on the fat of massive 

defense outlays. Those benefiting from the system are induced 

to seek its further expansion to enlarge their influence and 

profits. A multiplier-effect of mutual self-interests and 

dependencies gradually develops and secures the support or at 

least acquiescence of politically relevant characters. The 

result is a complex: labor unions, industries, educational 

institutions, business leaders, scientists, generals, and 

politicians - all of whom find their interests in part or 

largely attainable through perpetuation and growth of the 

military establishment and its civilian appendages. 

Within this complex the distinction between buyer and 

supplier becomes ever more blurred. Decisions normally made 

by business manaeement are gradually taken over by the Depart-

ment of Defense. A new relationship is created in which DOD 

prescribes detailed development and production procedures to 

companies selling the weapons systems. 1 As a consequence of 

this and the sheer dollar power of the Pentagon, the distinc

tion between the health of the military and the economy in 

general becomes hazy. 
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Almost 90 percent of all DOD contract awards, which 

average well over $40 billion annually, 2.re {,;i yen without 

competitive biddine2 - a practice whi~h experts like former 

Defense Secretary McNamara believe adds from 25 to 50 nercent 

to the cost of weapons procurement.) The most common method 

used by DOD in selecting a contractor and determining price 

is "ne§':otiation" ".,ith a single source of supply_ A limited 

rivalry among two or three firms may be conducted. The 

Pentagon recognizes the importance of price, but this factor 

is only one of many. Estimated technical performance, delivery 

schedules, and other variables may be the decisive points in 

any given case. Nevertheless, .. the history of procurement does 

not demonstrate the Pentagon' s ability to obtain quality from 

its contractors, much less timely or economical performance. ,,4 

For example, Boeinr:; after having had its designs rejcctAd for 

the C-5A project, used them to build the 747, a plane similar 

in size to l,ockheeo's C-5A- Very s5.{';11i"fic2ntly, the 747 sold 

commercially for $22 million each, the same price quoted to 

the Penta~on earlier,5 while the C-5A's estimates missed the 

m8rk by $26.6 million per plane! 

Military buyers }-1ave a wide variety of methods aVFlilable 

which add to the contr2,ctor's profits and which make obvious 

the commonality of interests in the MIC. It seems at times 

almost magical the way a negotiated, "fixed-price" contract 

becomes (l cost-plus situation. AJ.thou['h lonG illeGal becaus0. 

of its obvious cost escalation incentive, thA cost-p]~s appro~ch 

is qUitE' easily 8.ttained throur;h what is known in the jargon as 

"contrnct nourishment". 
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Contract nourishment is accompli!'ihed through the 

"change notice," which i!'i a goyernment-requested desir,n modi-

fication for which an 5_ncrease in price is allowed. en a 

technologically sophisticated weapon, changes may number in 

the thousands as new knowledge is gained and novel difficulties 

are faced. Many of these changes are justified and may improve 

the functioning of the system. However, the military's tra

ditional loose enforcement of conT.ract terms alerts firms to 

the fact that even if costs run higher than anticipated, the 

Pentagon may simply agree to pay them using a change notice 

as an excuse. 6 The chanf,e notice, thus, sometimes becomes 

a convenient means to more than cover contractor mistakes or 

boost his profit. 

The government may not only agree to reprice the weapon 

in favor of the contractor, but often chooses not to enforce 

many of its previously guaranteed rights. At times the unen

forced oblif:ations lie at the very heart of system performance: 

claims waived include the right to have the Fpderal Aviation 

Administration certify the quality and airworthiness of a 

plane and the right to refuse delivery of defective products 

and weapons.? 

A practice which has increased sharply and which puts 

the government in an extremely weak contractual position is 

the letter contract. This is an informal means of written 

authorization for a firm to proceed on government work, pro

viding a minimum of protection against cost increases and 

corporate claims. From 1965-1968 the value of these contracts 

rose from $1.2 billion dollars to $? billion. 8 
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The bargaining position of the weapons producers 

which is tolerated by the Pentagon varies from powerful cor

poration to deity. Sometimes the entire contract is abrogated 

and restructured with no penalty along the lines set down by 

the weapon supplier. This drastic measure usually follows 

the threat by a contractor to stop work unless his demands 

are met on a project deemed vital to national security.9 

The reader will also recall Public Law 85-804 and its potential 

for distributing funds without increasing contractor obliga

tions. (See above, page 14). 

Yet another means of fleecing the taxpayer is the reim

bursement of firms under the acc ounting title of ./ other tech-

nical efforts". Under this catagory, independent research and 

development havine; no relation to defense is nevertheless under

written by DOT). "Under existing practices," explains Senator 

Proxmire, "a defense contractor could carryon commercial 

research p bid on commercial business, and yet charge from 80 

to 100 percent of the individual costs as overhead on his 

defense wor~r. II During fiscal year 1969 some $685 million was 

paid ont by the Defense Department under such practices. 10 

Con£Tess p in the early 1969s, responded to cries about 

overpricinE" in absence of competition with the Truth-in

Negotiation Act, which required certified cost data to be 

submitted for price determination. However, in 1967 the GAO 

found that of 185 instances selected for study where the data 

was mandatory, no certified costs had been supplied in 165 of 

the cases. The implication of the study was that no data had 
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even been requested - in direct violation of the law. If the 

government insists on truth-in-negotiations, and if, as in 

some cases, the companies refuse to sell, officials waive the 

act. 11 

A means of objectively determining how and when costs 

and performance deviations occur was institued in 19680 Known 

as Selected Acquisition Reports (SAR), these summaries of cost. 

schedule, and performance data were to enable program managers 

and their superior~ to assign blame, reward competance, and 

locate "snt'gs" in the system. It ~ and is an excellent idea. 

Even so, the SARs omit crucial data necessary to evalu-

ate weapon, government, or contractor performance. The follow

ing is illustrative of the omissions: The reports failed to 

clarify that end-items were delivered without crucial sub

systems. Comparisons of quantities delivered with those 

scheduled for delivery did not appear. Although appraisal 

of technic21 weapons features are required, the reports did 

not indicatA the comparison of contract-specified performance 

with actual performance. Nor did most SARs isolate reasons 

for program delay although required to do so.12 

The Truth-in-Negotiations Act and the Selected Acquisi

tion Reports are examples of well-intentioned bills and regu

lations which fall short of success largely due to indifferent 

enforcement. Implicit in the relations between buyer and seller 

has been the understanding that it is not the theft from the 

citizen th~.t is so wron~ - rather, the true error comes in 

being caught. And, many times, fellow members of the MIC 
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perceive their greatest b~nefit in the cover-up - much to the 

misfortune of those who pav the bill. 

Within the Military-Industrial Complex opportunities 

for conflict of interest '1.:'::"e pervasive ann may be highJ.y ~:n:'':'-

to enforc~ 5t.) In the decade from 1959 to 1969 the number. 

of high-rar.king retired regular officers employed by the 100 

largest defense contractors tripled to reach a figure of 2,100. 

Just ten of the larger contractors employed 1,100 of themo 13 

Known in the trade as "rainmakers", these retired 

military personnel do not have to "sell" anything. However, 

if in the course of their functioning as "technical consul

tants, It they should' happen to drop a word in the ear of an old 

friend still in the service about their program or set up an 

inform~l meetinlj between previous subordinates and current 

employers - all the better for them, their job, and their 

company. 

In reference to the matter of conflict of interest 

corruption, and dishonesty, this writer feels it necessary 

to reject emphatically the notion that practices like these 

are at the core of the problem to which this thesis is directed. 

Such analysis is not only superficial but also does a deep 

disservice to the vast majority of public servants, who seek 

to carry Ol:t their T)nsitions with cornpetance and inter:rity. 

The real point is thisl a host of factors from apathy to xeno

phobia encourages unnecessarily hieh expenditures for the 
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military. Those who are most intima.tely involved in defense 

are those most capable of making beneficial change; yet, sadly 

enough, it is those individuals who are many times least dis

posed to eliminate the excesses. 

One area of the defense 'budget - Research, Development, 

Testing and Evaluation (RDT&E) - may serve well as a heuristic 

microcosm of the MIC. Here may be found almost all of the 

symptoms of the complex at their most potent. At least one 

reason can be given for thisz R&D, though only a fraction of 

the total program cost, determines how enormous sums of money 

will later be spent. Research and Development, in short, is 

the thin edge of the budget wedge. The few million dollars 

spent initially may, and probably will, lead to multi-billion 

dollars to be spent in the future. Thus, although funded for 

only roughly $8 billion to $10 billion annually, it is out of 

these early "seed" investments that the "ripened" major defense 

expenditures will later grow. 

The advanced state of technolo~ and the huge amount 

of capl.tal needed for RDT&E have created new relationships 

between government and industry. The rule of the marketplace 

no lor.ger applies to the development and production of weapon 

systems. The absence of competition is a key factor in this 

relationship. 

The tendency of firms doing R&D also to receive the 

production contract, as well as the Pentagon's tendency to 

purchase spare parts and even off-the-shelf items is what is 

generally meant by the term ulock_in".14 That is, government 
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becomes "locked-in" to a single source of supply. Since the 

contractor is aware that corporate "blue-skies tt are ahead 

once his R&D bid is accepted, he has an incentive to underesti

mate seriously program cost and overestimate performance. 

The interests of MIC are not static. If this were so, 

the complex would soon lose influence because its loss of 

ability to distribute benefits. For instance, once all the 

ICBMs or ships or planes desired had been produced, the labor 

union component of the complex could not be expected to (other 

things being equal) maintain its support without being rewarded. 

Thus, constant change and obsolesence of the product is neces-

sary. 

An arms race is the perfect background for such a mar

ket. Fear appea.ls, propaganda about foreign intent. and even 

rational appraisals of the balance of power may militate towards 

increasing technology in weapons development. However, the 

compulsion to advance the state of the art for s~lit-second 

community incineration is often not subject to rational analysis. 

Although as Henry Kissinger insists, "Power has become dispro

portionate to.a.objectives in dispute," there is apparently no 

point where a level of satisfactory overkill is attained. 

Most resources are spent on systems to replace systems 

performing the same or similar types of missions. Each suc

cessive ~eneration of new weapons pushes the state-of-the-art 

of destructive capabilities and, as a result of weapons com

plexi ty and performance demands, costs are driven up. "Elec

tronics technology has spawned new countermeasures and counter

countermeasures to mislead and confuse the opposing sides.,,15 
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R&D awards sometimes also serve a covert~purpose of 

the MICo Programs may be maintained on fairly meager budgets 

while Executive or Congressional resistence to them is high 

and resurrected when opposition to the project has lessened. 

Traditionally, Congress and the President have had great diffi

culty resisting requests for research on the scope of a few 

million dollarso As a result this and the miracle of science, 

programs once thought dead, live again and feast on multi

billion dollar budgets.t 6 For example, the B-70 bomber -

apparently "killed" during the Kennedy Administration because 

of its doubtful strategic value - was sustained at low research 

dollar levels and variously renamed the RS-70, and Advanced 

Manned Stra.tegic Aircraft (AMSA), until brought to life again 

as the B-1. Current estimates place per unit costs for the 

B-1 at more than $51 million.17 

The matter of weapon system cost growth, already dis

cussed for its magni tu-do and relationship with other factors, 

is fun~n.mental to an understanding of the social impact of 

the Mili tar~r-Industrj al Complex. The following section will 

deal with the causes of the rising cost of "defense" and weapon 

system cost escalation. 

Section Four 

Fiscal Year 1975 budget requests for Research and Develop

ment have been set at $8.4 billion - $104 billion more than 

appropriated for FY 1974. The total defense budget, if approved 
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would stand at $9206 billion ($85.8 billion for FY '75 with 

a budget supplement of more than $6 billion for FY 1974). 

Almost a full third of the budget would be used directly for 

R&D and p!'ocnrement. 1 

ThoUP'h not ~~silv calC1118+'"rl in real ~ollar terms, 3-- ~ 

l~rge pn!'t ~~ the reB~~n f('\~ ~i[h defense costs rn~~lt~ from 

It seem.:: tr?_t each branch seeks to be a totally 8.utonomous 

defense force, even thouGh missions cannot be strictly defined. 

Senseless c1unlication is an enormous waste of effort and for-

gone opportunities. Oblivious to these facts, for instanc~, 

the Army demands G1..~rfacc-to-surface missiles, surf2.ce-to-air 

missiles, 2.nd the host of ultra-sophisticated and ultra-expensive 

subsystems to support them. Were there no such entity as a 

United states Air Force, one could well justify the need for 

these or similar tactical forces. But what in heaven's name 

would the Air Force be doing during an overt attack for which 

these weapons would be needed - polishing its fighter pla.nes? 

The Army alone is currently developing or procuring at 

least seven missile systems - just one of which is estimated 

to end up costine; almost $5 billion. !'he Navy is developing 

or procurin~ at least 7 planes and 8 missile systems. One of 

the Navy's aircraft systems is estimat~t1 to eventually cost 

$6 1/3 billion; the estimated price for one of its missilesl 

$687 million. 2 



The AWACS system (Airborne Warning and Control System) 

is illustrative of the military's lack of cost-conscious analy

sis of realistic threats. The mission of the system is to 

"provide airborne early warning of a bomber threat and command/ 

control of tactical interceptor force." The cost is conser

vatively estimated at $2,652.7 million. 3 This amount would 

serve to protect the Continental U.S. against attack from 

approximately 150 Soviet long range bombers. Perhaps approxi

mately $2.6 billion on one such system does not seem too high 

a price to pay for an improved protection from a bomber threat. 

Yet consider the expenditure from the followi~~ view

point. These incoming intercontinental bombers cannot fly at 

speeds much faster than 500 miles per hour. Unless suicide

type missions were planned, re-fueling would have to take place 

somewhere over Alaska. Suicide-type missions, furthermore, 

would leave the USSR with no bargaining position after a cessa

tion of hostilities, since it could not threaten additional 

enemy losses. Also included in the calculation must be the 

reality of 599 U.S. fighter-interceptors, 19 additional 

National Guard squadrons, and Canadian air units attached to 

Norad. 4 Existing early warning systems (the Dew Line and the 

SAGE System) can and will provide advance knowledge of an attack. 

Most important, the AWACS systems is inconsistant with 

the U.S. strategic doctrine of deterrence. Once it is con-

ceded that either superpower can inflict catastrophic damage 

on an enemy's homeland with little or nothing the other can 

do about it (as both the u.S. and USSR recognize), the only 
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viable strategic doctrine is to make potential enemy gains far 

less than losses - i.e., deterrence. To this end the superpowers 

have developed relatively invulnerable forces designed to 

"ride out" the aggressor1s first strike through concealment, 

"hardening", and mObility.5 

As technology constantly advances, two developments 

occur: A) 'Itlith the advent of novel weapons technology, improve

ments are projected into Societ capabilities, thus creating new 

contingencies to be covered by U.S. forces; B) The novel tech

nology maIms more feas i ble the development of ne"l "leapons to 

guard against potential threats previously thought impossible 

to neutralize. These factors combine to produce ever more 

sophisticated and. expensive weapons and ever more contingencies 

to be offset. 6 

The General Accounting Office estimates that it will 

cost more than ~~153 hillion for the DOD to acquire the 116 

weapon systems pl'esently being developed. Nultiply this ~~153 

billion by a factor of 5 to 10 for the cost of fielding and 

support (see page 7), add the two, and the reader may bep;in 
~~ 

to "grasp" the unfathomable cost of major weapon systems. 

The GAO cites three principal causes for these astronomical 

costs, A) inflation, B) "increases resulting from the greater 

capability demanded of new systems, ,-(hich, in turn, requtre 

greater complexity," and C) a catch-all grouping, "increases 

* Using an averar:e multiplier of 7.5, thi~ figure equals 
11,628,000,000,000 dollars, i.e. 11.6 trillion dollars. 
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resulting fr~m the way a weapon proGram is managed during 

development, design, and production."? 

sons will be examined respectively. 

Each of these rca-

Inflation is almost universally claimed as a justifi-

cation for price increases. It is true that inflation can 

reasonably be blamed by DOD for escalatin~ the costs of its 

weapons. But actually, how much of the price increases is 

due to this single cause? The House Committee on Appropria

tions declE.red in its report of December 3, 1969, " Inflation 

accounted for only 11.4 percent of the total cost incr~ases 

identified. It C?n be sai.d that cost overruns in f8.~t have 

contributec' to inflation. ,,8 With higher rates of inflation 

in the years after 1.969 it can be assumed that this reason 

may account for a somewhat larger share of cost growth. Some 

sources in fact place the share as high as 30 percent. 

The second major reason given by the GAO fer co~t 

sti-lte-of-trl0-3:!'t invariably "force;-: the prj,ce of newer. wea!'ons 

higher. St)ccer;sive generations of systems l"'iB.y sometiPlcs make 

the old sY2'teFl "obsolete" even before a potential enemy can 

itself devise a countermeasure. Most U.S. military resources, 

in fact t are invested in neVi systems to replace others perform

ing the snmR kinds of missions. The GAO suggests that adequate 

data does not exist to appraise net mission or combat effective

ness of these technical improvements. Nevertheless, "a com

parison of the latest p:enf'rntton of ei~:ht weapons - such as 
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military a_nd tr~msport aircraft, helicoptp.Y.'s, missil~s, t::mks, 

and torpedoes - shows that the cost of a successor system is 

between two and six times greater than that of its predessor ... 9 

The third major reason for cost growth accordin~ to the 

GAO may be termed "program management" failure. Since this is 

a vague catagory, it must be broken down and and analyzed in 

more detail. One component of improper management is inaccu-

rate program cost estimatj on. After extensivel,r sturlyin,o; .'17 

selected major weapon systems, the GAO determined that improper 

contractor and military cost estimates wp.re responsible for 

about 25 percent of the total cost overruns. 10 strong moti

vation exists for the contractor to propose unrealistically 

low cost "approximations" and for the service representatives 

to accept as valid what are sometimes only very optimistic 

guesses • Incentives are manifested in: A) unrealisticall~l high 

performance requirements, B) the assurances of price estimate 

correctness in spite of sheer difficulty of determining unknowns 

and predicting technology, and C) "overoptimism on the part of 

the bidders and the buyers or even 'buying-in' in the hope of 

recovering possible losses through enfineering change orders ... 11 

DOD has possessed capabilities to apply far more accu

rate estimating procedures than it has used. "Parametric 

estimates r as they are known] are very close to actual per

formance ••• and substantially higher and better than the con

tractors' original proposals ... 12 For example, parametric esti

mates predicted that both the F-l11 and C-5A contract bids 

were far below reasonably anticipated costs. Perhaps because 

of this, the p~rametric analyses were ignored. 
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Unrealistic performance promises. overly optimistic 

cost predictions, ana erroneous appraisals of difficulties 

inevitably cause engineering changes, schedule slippages, and 

cost increases. It is widely accepted among government investi-

gators, survey teams, and Blue Ribbon De~ense Panels that one 

of the most significant reasons for lik.e failures is the lack 

of substantive, initial definition of mission requirements and 

the technical specifications necessary to achieve them. Pre

liminary planning, according to the GAO, must be greatly im-

proved. Heapons systems are sometimes acquired "before it has 

been adequately demonstrated that there is reasonable [emphasis 

added1 expectation of successful development. n13 

A good example of the result of such administrative 

incompetance is the Cheyenne helicopter. The cost of the 

Cheyenne per unit rose from $1.4· million to s2.4 million. 

Cancellation of the pror,ram was eventually due to unacceptable 
14 performance. Brochuremanship -·the practice of selling the 

services of a weapon system before there is minimal assurance 

of its performing according to specifications - may be able 

to get a program "off the r;round", but. it certainly carn10t 

keep it there. App3rently the Pentagon has forgotten at least 

one thinv, when it comes to the world of weapons development 

and procurement: Look before you leap! 

By the time production gets underway, DOD ana the tax

payer have maa.e heavy commitments to the program. A failure 

at this point becomes a political "hot-potato". Cancell~tion 

then or later creates bad publicity for officials and program 
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managers - not to mention the lost profits for the failing 

producer. GAO credits these factors for creating "a strone: 

bureaucratic reluctance to halt or cancel a development pro

gram • .,l5 The same factors may also induce something like a 

"sweet-lemon" mechanism. That is, for fear of revealing a 

gross mistake, officials continue to suck on the lemon, hiding 

a grimace, and extolling the fruit's sweetness until it can be 

tossed discreetly "under the table". 

Competition is significantly absent in prime defense 

contracting. Former Secretary of Defense McNamara estimated 

that items procured through competition cost the government 

25 percent less than similar items procured through negotia

tion. Other experts believe that the lack of rivalry means 

a 50 percent cost increase. Admittedly. some contracts, 

because of requisite technical "know-how". can only be reali.s-

tically bid on by a few firms. Yet this cannot excuse the 

overwhelming majority of cases where competition is lacking. 

Of the total dollar value of DOD procurement 
for fiscal year 1970. only 11 percent was formally 
advertised a~d an additional 27 percent was nego
tiated on the basis of price com:oetition. A total 
of 57 percent was placed on a sole-source basj.8, 
and the remaining 5 per9cnt involved design or 
technical corr-petition. 1o 

Advertised prime c ontra.cts, which only amount to 6 percent 

of total sales reported, appear to be the least profitable 

for contractors. 1? 

The method of contract profit determination sineularly 

militates toward weapon system price escalation. It has been 

noted previously that up to 90 percent of any given program's 
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cost is periodically assumed by the government through pro-

gress payments. Because of these payments, true contractor 

investment may be kept at a minimum while keeping real nrofits 

high. Further, adverse criticism may be avoided by legiti

mately claiming that profits, as a percentage of sales. are 

extremely low. It matters little that in documented cases true 

profit of at least 6,500 percent18 has been "earned t
'; it matters, 

rather, that criticism may be diffused by quoting a patrioti

cally low (but incredibly invalid) profit margin. Industry 

may thus "have its cake and eat it, too." 

The General Accounting Office reported in its Defense 

Industry Profit Stuc1y that there are "no formalized procedures 

for the development and consideration of r contractor] invested 

capital in negotiating contracts. II Because this GAO report 

documents the situation so clearly and concisely, it will be 

quoted at length. 

Further, only minor consideration is given to the 
use of Government-owned fa_cilities •••• 
In the case of a contractor having no Government 
facilities, there is no provision for increasing 
his profit percentage to co~pensate him for adding 
privately owned facilities. In fact, since the 
acquisitlon of improved facilities should result 
in redu~ed costs, his profits on ne~otiated follow
on contracts w()uld probably be reduced •••• 
Facility investments, soundly made, generally reduce 
total contract costs. Under the present ASPR [ Armed 
Servjces Procurement Rep"l1lationsl~ hnw~ver, facili
ties" investment tends to lower rather. than increase 
profit dollars on negotiated contracts. 

The acaui.sition of facilities that increase 
efficiency may affect the ability to obtain a con
tract ••• however, if a contractor' can get the busi
ness without additional facilities investment, he 
can expect more dollars and a hieher percentage of 
profit on invested card.tal by refraining from invest
ment as much as possible ~d allowing or causing 
expected costs to be as h1gh as will be acceptable •••• 



Most of the contractors stated frankly that 
they invest as little c8uital as possible in faci
lities for production on ne[':otiated contracts in 
order to avoid reducing their return on invested . 
capital. 19 

In su~marYt then, contractors are provided with an 

incentive to increase profits by increasing costs. It is 
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currently inevitable that fantastic sums of money are squandered 

to perpetuate inefficiency, since (it should be recalled) 

almost 90 percent of the Pentar;on's contract awards amounting 

to about $40 billion annually are given without competitive 

biddinG' 

Perhaps the comment is overly cynical, but it some

times appears that the government generally and the Pentagon 

specifically are less than willing to make sUhstantive investi-

gations for fear of what they may discover.* Because of the 

lack of uniform accountinc procedures in the defense industry, 

investigators are very liPli ted jn their abili t;T to disc 0rn if 

costs are being 8.C ('urCtt e:-l: r chrlrged or if rrofjts n .... n being 

accou~~~~~ ~tcnd~rds al~" co~plic~tc the aurlit~~·s t&sk of 

detcr",,:~ T" jng hew C o:::pc,nent parts are pric ed, how deprec irltion 

is be5rc manipulated, 2nd how overhead and indirect costs are 

charged. Thesc complexiti(ls and auditinf, im;:,ediments enable 

contractors to shift costs from commercial work to government 

k f f · d . t t . b 21 wor or rom lxe -prlce 0 cos -rClm ursement agreementso 

DOD does not require suppliers to keep detailed records of 

*1n view of the Vvatere:ate revelations, perhaps my "overly 
cynical" comment borders on sublime niavete-: 
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how change orders, (see page 26) affect costs and contract 

price. Such "contract nO'lrishY't'ent" can then be used to dis

proportionntely inflate costs, ~ontract prices o and corporate 

profits. Ignorance may be euphoric; but in this case, at 

least, it is certainly incredibly expensive. 

In spite of all that has been said about cost increases, 

sometimes they are justifiable or even highly advantageous. 

In a smalJ. number of cases, incorporating the 12.t~st t('ch~o-

?11 (,Of't ~ffp.ct:i'reTlE'ss of th~ syst8m. rr:'he development of a 

novel weapon~ system is based on conjectu!'eo Costs may increase 

as suppositions and theories prove wrong. But it cannot be 

overstated that the pricps paid for modern weapons systems are 

exorbitantly in excess of what may he justified by legitimate 

excuses. 

Intentional ignorance, institutionalized biases, the 

attainment of narrowly motj.vated incentives contrary to the 

common good, and the lack of accountability all contribute to 

setting the price of "defense" at astronomical levels. 

In the following two sections, tbe matt~r of ~xecutive 

and I:egislati ve oversight (i. e. scrutiny) of the military bud-

get will be considered. 



Section Five 

Prior to the submission to Congress of the proposed 

budget for. the followinr, fiscal year, the Executive, through 

its agent, the Office of Management and Budget (forrr.erly 

known as the Bureau of the Budget), receives budget requests 

from all departments, bureaus, commissions, etc., for their 

operations during thp. next fiscal year. It is the task of 

the OMB to determine thp "proper" funding levels for the 

agencies. It must discern, for· instance, whether society is 

better served by more federal highways or more money for can-

cer research. Obviously, the task is monumental. It is also 

intensely political, for it is at the funding level that true 

national priorities become most obvious. 

The OMB does not simply staple department budget requests 

together and submit them in toto to Congress. Rather, OMB 

functions as the "right hand" of the President deciding which 

national goals must precede others, which programs may flourish 

while others die. Thus, society (in theory) attains the ereat

est utility for its limited funds through the OMB acting as a 

super-agp.ncy to coordinate planning and prof!'aming for the 

Chief Executive. 

Budget requests of the military services are regularly 

reduced by the Administration by from 10 to 20 percent before 

being submitted to Congresso 1 This may be largely the result 

of the law of anticipated reactions and political saeacity. 

Realizing that Congress may feel compelled to scrutinize more 
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zealously a budget which is obviously unreasonable. the execu

tive shows wisdom in not pressing the issue ad absurdam but 

in tempering the requests and claiming moderation, frugality, 

and fiscal responsibility. 

The Department of Defense occupies a unique position 

in the struggle for funds. In the Cold War it has largely 

eluded oversight by the OMB. Apparently, the super-agency 

arbiter of national priorities is not "super" enough to impose 

its will upon the Pentagon. Robert McNamara while Secretary 

of Defense testified to the House Armed Services Committee 

chaired by Mendal Riversl liThe Bureau of the Budget has abso

lutely no authority to determine in any way the budget of the 

Defense DepartMent. [The Bureau isl not in the chain of command 

with respect to the Defense Department.,,2 

This "special status" for the military is not a recent 

phenomenon. Maurice Stans testified in 1959 while the head 

of the Budget Bureau: "We do make eliminations nnd review them 

with [civilianJ agencies •••• But in the case of Defense, we do 

not make eliminations or determine a budget figure ... 3 The 

Budget Bureau once had a significant influence over military 

spending, but the Joint Chiefs of Staff were successful in 

their plea that the Defense Department ought to be exempt 

from central civilian planning. 

In 1969 President Nixon's budget director, Robert P. 

Mayo revealed that only about 10 percent of the OMB's analysts 

(ioo. approximately 30) review defense spending, although 

defense is responsible for about 80 percent of relatively 
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controllable federal spending.4 {Relatively controllably funds 

do not include transfer payments, such as trust funds, over 

which there is little fiscal discretion.)5 Despite economies 

of scale of persornel in budget analysis, it can be fairly 

stated that only 15 to 20 percent of the OMB's analytic effort 

is engaged in reviewing 80 percent of the controllable budget, 

i.e. milit~ry spending. 6 Thus, since the OMB is limited to 

superficial examination of the military budget and excluded 

from imposing a ceiling on Pentagon spending, the responsibilit.y 

must fall almost entirely with the Secretary of Defense and the 

President. 

According to Charles L. Schultze, former budget director 

under President Johnson, the budgeting procedure could be 

improved, but that procedure was not the most relevant con

sideration. Since the President could have the Budget Bureau 

carefully scrutinize any area he so desired, the real :issue, 

Schultze said, is whether the President feels he can effectively 

question military judgment. Pressed further by what he was 

suggesting about Presidential deference to the military, Schultze 

responded that the Executive could question IImilitary judg

ments," - but could not "in the basic environment of the Cold 

War and the post-war era question military judgments to the 

point where the President will possibly face a major attack on 

the grounds of undercutting the security of the United Statcs • .,7 

Questioned before the Holifield Committee in March of 

1969 as to why the Pentagon received preferential treatment 

by the OMB, the Deputy Director of the Bureau and longtime 

civil servant Phillip S. Huehes replied. 



The most relevant consideration is, in blunt 
terms, sheer nower - where the muscle is ••• the 
Secretary of Defense and the defense establishment 
are a different group to deal with, whether Con
ress is dealin~ with th~m or whether the Budget 
Bureau is dealing with them. 8 
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According to former Budget Director Schultze, !Jrobahly 

the single most impor.tant factor in rising military bndeets 

is that "sC"1"1e f')f the most fundamental decisions which detcr-

mine the size of these b1J~p;('ts ar" seldom subjec4:erJ. to ou+:si r~ 

pOliti6al arena."9 Quest; " ...... ~ are rarely ra5.~ed, for eXD.lliple, 

about thE: real utility of a new main battle tank whose primary 

mission would he to operate in Central Europe during a tacti-

cal nuclc?r war or Germ-warfare environment. Or, why are funds 

really n0cc8sary to replace the 18 billion dollar SAGE conti-

nental air defense system? This SAGE system. now in need of 

replacement according to the military, was developed and deployed 

to counteract the supposed Soviet intercontinental-bomber stri]ce 

threat which hac:; never materialized. 10 Now, says the Pentae;on. 

a more technologically sophisticated (and incidentally, more 

expensive) weapon system is the "minimum needed" to deter a 

Soviet bomber strike. Tragically, there are few, if any, 

within the Executive who have successfully managed to raise 

the most important question: Why? 

President Johnson, while perhaps leery of. questioning 

military judGment of how much should be spent on defense, was 

certainly determined about where it should be spent. In the 

first three years of Mr. Johnson's presidency, the Pentagon 

increased military procurement in Texas over 500 percent to 
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reach a tot~l of $1.25 billion; Texas advanced from eleventh -

to sec ond largest rec ipient of DOD outlays. Texas, a.lways 

kno'lm as a great producer of cattle, apparently durin,,: the 

Johnson Administration realized the importance of "Pork." 

Section Six 

Gongress, through its ultimate control of the authori

zation and appropriation of all funds which may be legally 

spent by the federal government, potentially exercises enor

mous power. Section six will deal at length with congressional 

consideration of the military budget - focusing especially on 

the relevant co~~ittees, subcommittees, and key political 

figures and positions. Both particular strengths and weak

nesses of legislative oversight will be discussed. 

The reader must recognize before proceeding further 

that Congress is an extremely complex body; generaJi7.ations 

about its basic functioning and operations, while import8nt 

to an understanding, may consciously or unconsciously omit 

relevant detail and impose overly restrictive conceptua.l frame

works. Cone;ressional scrutiny, however, is too important to 

the matter of military appropriations and the role of the 

armed forces in society to be overlooked because of antici

pated complexities. 

Budgeting lies at the heart of politics. Federal spend

ing has an incalculable effect on American society and an impact 

throughout the world. Appropriations determine the survival 
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or cessation of programs influencing the fates of many milljons 

of individuals. It is nS.tural that the powerful instrument of 

the budget should be subject to political pressures since dis

parate interests will seek to optimize personal, sometimes, 

mutually exclusive, ~ains. 

Congressional deliber8.tions of the military budGet (and 

in other budget areas as well) are swayed by considerations 

which may seem unrelated to the determination of the tIc orrect" 

defense appropriation. Representative Jamie Whitten (D Missis

sippi), member of the House Appropriations Defense Subcommittee, 

stated it this way: 

I am conyinced defense is only one of the fac
tors that enter our determinations for defense s'Oend
ing. The others are pumpprirr.ing, spread in£; the imme
diate benefits of defonse spendin~, taking care of all 
services , giving all defense contr~.ctors a fair share, 
spreading the milit8TY bases to include all sections, 
etc. o •• We see the effect in public and Congressional 
insistence on continuin," contracts, or onerating 
military bases, thol1gh the need has expired. 1 

Budgeting practices have been described as "specialized, 

incremental, fragmented, sequential, and nonproe;ramatic" -

implying that the budget is never systematically considered 

and its component parts coordinated. Aaron Wildavsky, in his 

book Politics o:t:, the Budr'"et2ry Process, states that this appa

rent lack of "c oordinat ion to is in reality often the re8ul t of 

conflicting political viewnoints held by individual:; and orr:ani-

zations with indepen(lent sources of influence in soc iety and 

0'.~"" _-:i..1", .. -":0 cn,··rJ·r.c(\ COf'rcl"l • . - _L..<' - .. .• . .., - . J 

0"'" C om'!''':,nr.:'s c wi th ~h.... other. 2 Thus t~(' budg8t m~y 1:'e seen in 



many cases not as the rational compil~tion of measures to meet 

society's articulated needs, but rather as the somewhat "hodee 

podge" record of various interests' abilities to out-maneuver 

or overpower other interests. 

At times the facade of justification for actions on 

national defense grounds crumbles completely, as the following 

case illustrates. Because Lockheed Aircraft Corporation was 

in perilous financial condition principally due to a nUMber of 

recent contractor failures for DOD, the firm reauested that 

the federal government guarantee them a $250 million loan. 

The rationale for this loan was supplied by former Secretary 

of the Treasury John Connally who testified: t·What do we care 

how they pE'rform? We are guaranteeing them ••• a $250 million 

10an ••• so they can, hopefully minimize their losses, so they 

can provide employment for 31,000 people throughout the coun-

try at a time when we desperately need that type of employment ... 3 

~e above is an obvious case of how the defense industry (and 

incidentally the individual firm) is subsidized on economic 

justifications. In such a manner, defense becOt'!1es increasingly 

bound up with the idea of economic prosperity. And who can deny 

the political importance of prospetity? 

Generally. Congressmen have little incentive to become 

adamant in their opposition to hi~h defense expenditures. 

Little reward at election time will await those who choose to 

become expert critics of the defense budget; no punishment 

awaits their fellow representatives who did not. Congressmen 

arc very rarely in a position to question effectively military 
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jUd~ent.4 The Joint Chiefs of Staff are not known for their 

submissive obedience to a Representative's or Senator's demands 

and/or threats. On the contrary, a statement by the Joint 

Chiefs that a "radical" Senator or group of Senators is endan-

gering national security would certainly make even those with 

"safe" districts fear for their political lives. 

If Congressmen are often very reluctant to take a firm 

stand agair·st the excessive defense budp:-ets, those lobbying 

for more defense contracts most assuredly are not hesitant in 

pressing their demands. Defense contractors are constantly 

engaged in lobbying, ready at all times to provide favors for 

Congressmer and positions for ex-Pentagon officials. 5 The Pentq

gon it!:1elf. as has been implied. also lo'tbies extensiyt}ly. In 

fact, the Defense Department spends a mini.mum of $4 mil}i0n 

annuQl~.y orc its staff of 339 ccnc:'('\~sional "li['.~ .. son st"'f.'f:~ali:~t:st" 

defensE' ~md push for new prog;rans. The Pentae;on thus maintains 

more thnn o~c lobbyist for every two of 535 members of the 

House and ~pn8.te.6 

Several. aJ.1"lost inherent limiting factors narrow the 

range of rcslistic budget examination. The General Accolinting 

Office stated recentl~.r that it is "clearJ.y not possible to :1.dd 

significantly to the scope of congressional rbudgetJ considera

tion withir the present timing arrangements."? Whereas the 

Executive takes eight months to analyze and considp.r the bud

get, tt:e subcommittees (where most of the substantive revipw 

occurs) have only two months to complete their task. 8 Becaur-;e 
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Congressmen are often overloaded with work and diverse respon-

sibilities; it is not unknown for a ~hairman to bT'in~ hts 

committee to order knowin~ only the fo~mal purpose of the 

hearings. Moreover, his knowledge of the reason for the day's 

session may be only the result of a note just passed to him 

9 by a staff member. 

Congress attempts to overcome impediments to carrying 

out its assigned tasks in a number of ways. Committee and 

subcommittee consideration of problems and policies allows 

for greater flexibility, expertise, and specialization than 

would otherwise be the caseo* Incremental budgeting is a 

second means of coping with very limited time. That is, 

the single most influential factor of this yearDs budget is 

last year's budget. Changes are made slowly, by increment.s, 

rather than drastically with little continuity. Incremental-

ism allows considerable savings of time and energy in the 

decision-making process and reflects the continuing ~ature 

of most government proGrams and funding. 10 Incrementalism 

also imposes a conservative bias on the budgetary process and 

focuses attention on significant departures from the status 

quo .11 If Congress has not to its satisfaction c omnleted work 

on the budget.: before the time that it must go into effect, 

the House and Senate may pass a temporary Continuing Resolu

tion, under which agencies may co'ntinue to spend funds at a 

level not hirher than the previous year's statutory limits. 

*Committee and SUbcommittee scrutiny, because of its monu
mental import~nce to the size and composition of the budeet, 
will later be considered in gre~ter detail. 
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Yet another method of extending real congressional 

scrutiny is to focus special attention on decisions relating 

to present and future weapons systems, specifically the areas 

of RDT&E and Procurement. These areas lie at the core of 

defense spending, since it is from these investments that 

most costs will stem. Control of the defense budget can be 

most efficiently accomplished from this leverage point for 

several reasons. First is thp relative ability to exercise 

program control befor~ economic dependencies and specific 

project interest groups develop and influence policy. The 

effects of program inertia and limited decision-making time 

also militate towards the desirability of intensified e~rly 

observation and review. "Sunk costs" (i.e. funds already 

expended for a pr.o~am) may make continuation of a poorly 

planned and failure-riddled project more palatable than con

cellation with the certainty of no progr~m benefits. Thus, 

the full scope of defense expenditures can be most efficiently 

affected by special scrutiny at the Research and Development 

and Procurem0nt levels. 12 

Congress, by its very nature, has institutional biases 

which make its legislative decisions more prone to be con

servative than liberal, more status·quo-minded than innovative. 

The distribution of power, procedura.l complexity and rigidity, 

protection of minority rights, nnd the composition of majori

ties are all important factors in developing conservative out

puts. 13 
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The classic model of "majority rule" may be more mis

leadinr. t:hc>n helpful, because rn~.iorities, in the usual sense 

of the word, rarely rule. Instead, diverse interests repre

sented by a laree group of members are normally the major 

political actors. Further, zriven the lar{Tp. number of points 

from which policy may be vitally ~ffecterl, one must also dis-

tinJ!,Uish between various mcd ori ties, e. ~.f committee maj ori ties, 
14 subcommittee majorities, floor majorities, etc. 

For Congress to perform the role of independent analyst 

and decision-maker on the size and composition of the budget, 

it must depend on its committee structure. There is no real 

opportunity for in-depth analysis through floor debate .15 

Committees are the "work -horses II. for con~ess ionaJ. budp-et 

conside1"ation. The men holding the "reins" are the committee 

chairmen. Committee chairmen have enormous power over the 

activities of their committees and its determinations. They 

are in control of a numher of resources or '·side payments" 

which are important to other members. 16 

Since all funds which may be spent must be both author-

ized and appropriated, several committees and subcommittees 

become of key importance.* The Armed Services Committees of 

House and Senate (which must authorize funds) have in fairly 

recent years increased their power in determining the content 

and size of the defense budget. By imposing more meaningful 

*No funds may be spent on projects not specifically or p;enerally 
authorized. No funds may be spent above project authorization 
ceilings. Projects may be authorized which are never funded 
or are funded at levels far below the restrictions. 
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spending limitations in certain areas and projects, the House 

Armed Services Committee has sometimes curtailed the ,dis

cretion of the Appropriations Committees. 17 However, usually 

respectful of DOD wishes, the House Armed Services Committee 

has traditionally made only ~inor changes. For example, in 

FY 1973 it cut only $625 million from the military budget of 

approximately $75 billion.18 

The power and authority of the House Appropriations 

Committee is impressive. judged statistically by its success 

in having its decisions made law. In one major study, of 

443 separate case histories, "the House accepted Committee 

recommendations in 87.4%; and in ••• 33.6% of the cases, the 

House Committee's original recommendations ••• were the exact 

ones enacted into law. I
•
19 Congress, acting through its Appro

priations and Armed Services Committee~, has at times materially 

altered budget requests for the military.20 

However, for fiscal years 1960 through 1970, Congressional 

changes rarely exceeded a 2 percent overall deviation. 21 This 

figure may be misleading, for modifications in differine: bl1d-

geting areas may counterbalance one another. Further, it appears 

that when Congressional confidence and support for the Presi

dent is high, the House and Senate will make few or only minor 

changes. More basic dissatisfaction with President or policy 

may mean a significant change in the budget. 22 For instance, 

defense in fiscal 1969 and 1970 experienced overall cuts of 

approximately 6.75 percent and 7.5 percent respectively.2 3 

Nevertheless. when compared to non-defense appropriations, 

Congressional changes in the President's defense requests 

have been small. 24 
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Probably the most important sin~le committee in the 

blld.t;etary process is the House Annropriations Committee. 

Committee members agree that they must take a "highl~r cri ti-

cal, aggressive postur.e toward budget requests, and ••• should, 

on principle, reduce them ••• 25 The Treasury is to be protected 

from excessive or unsubstantiated claims. A third major 

committee norm is the acceptable and encouraged task of serv-

ing the constituency to which the representative owes his 

election. 26 

Members of the Appropriations Committee find that their 

most common role conflict is between the norm of budget cutting 

(in line with Committee expectations) and selective budget 

expansion (in line with constituency def':ires). In theory, 

this conflict is resolved by a norm of giving top, lonp:-run 

priority to the bUdget-cutting task and permitting constituency 

service as a "short-run exception.,,27 

Minimal partisanship, especially ~ the subcommittee 

level, is expected of all members. Evem so, COr:lmi ttee hea.r-

ings are by no means politically neutra1L. Differences of 

opinion ~ allowed; the meaning of the mnimal partisa.nship 

norm seems to be that dissent should si~ly not result in 

pUblicity which may make compromise difjficult or impossibleo 

Partisanship becomes progressively more acceptable at each 

stage from subcommittee to Committee to ffloor consideration. 28 

Norms also apply to the various .'1ruhcommittees of the 

House Appropriations Committee. Subcomroittee specialization 

permits more detailed bud~et examinatiam than a more general 
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approach. Each subcommittee, under its respective chairman, 

is allowed to make determinations in isolation from others. 

Reciprocity and comity among the units favors smooth operations 

with a minimum of conflict. Deference to subcommittee deci-

sions is an outgrowth of reciprocity and specialization. Sub

committee unity fosters a friendly "give and take" and helps 

to assure later acceptance of bar~ains which may be struck. 

The House rule that a member of the Appropriations Committee 

may not simultaneously serV9 on any other standing committee 

helps prevent role-conflict, fragmentation, or lack of unity.29 

The working relationships of Appropriations Committee· 

members is a key variable in budgetinp; and in legislative 

politics as well. InternqlizeQ group goals, norms, roles, 

and expectations mean integration cf effort towards desirE:d 

ends. This unification of effort requires confor~ity. And 

mc::-n nemcer cefereY'C'E" to those with more power, gene-rally 

the t,'T0atest power to bring change exhibit the least dis

position to use it for suCh. 30 

Threats to Commi ttce intcsration b~T new members aTe 

f;lgnifirantly reduced 'by the fact that the newcomer, "who 

from untutored perceptions, from ienorRT':lce of norms, or from 

dissatj.sfaction with the apprentice role may not act in accor

dance with Committee eXpectat5.ons," demands basic or rapid 

. change, does not possess the influence or the resources to 

impede the normal operation of the body. Sociali:l.ation of 
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new members is in part simply training the individual to see. 

hear, and behave according to gY.'t"lUp norms and to interpret 

the world in a fashion similar to the Committee view. 

The House Appropriations Committee employs a pro- -

fessional staff of 20-25 personnel to assist the members. 

Known as "clerks" t these individuals owe first allegiance to 

the Commi tt'?c chairman and have a workin~ alliance with the 

respective subcommittee chairman.)1 The clerk is expected 

to form the basic workjng relationship with the subcommittee 

chairman. The clerk is to a lesser extent to aSf;list the rank-

ing minority member; expectations in regard to other subcom

mittee members are quite limited. 32 

Staff positions are "permanent... The stability of 

membership allows for the clerk's accumUlation of expertise, 

subject familiarity, and increased influence in the Committee 

or subcommittE"e. The clerk's potential for power and persua

sion stems from the information and knowledge he comes to 

possess. Yet it is useful to him only to the extent that he 

can establish a relation of trust, confidence, and respect 

with his subcommittee chairman. This re1ationship is developed 

by integration to and socializ~tion in Committee norms over 

a period of time. The clerk is in close contact with every 

stage of decision-making and may exert very significant influ

ence on determinations. 3) 

The Defense Subcommittee employs six clerks. 34 It is 

primarily their job to screen the approximately $80 billion 

defense bud~et. It is inconceivable to this writer that the 
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few TT"embprs of Defense Subcommittee and their staff could in 

any meanin~f1l1 w?,y review in depth the individual necessities 

of budgeted sums. 

While the GAO regularly submits all reports to Congress 

and m2y make special investigations upon its request, GAO review 

of Pentagon still leaves gn:oing holes 0 Information on the extent 

of GAO oversight is difficult to obtain. The following reply 

was received from the Deputy Director of Procurement and Syste~s 

Acquisition Division of the GAO in response to the question, 

"What is the size of the GAO sUDsection which deals with DOD 

expenditures and defense contract auditing?" 

Our Procurement and Systems Acouistion Divi
sion expended 263 mqn-vears of rrorhlct.ivp. ti:rv~ in 
fisea] year 1973 •••• The major portion of this ••• 
applied to Defense activities. In addition, we 
expended considerably resources in the Defense man
power area.35 

In FY 1973 the GAO had 5,05.0 personnel. 36 It therefore 2.ppears 

that the GAO devotes a maximum of 5 percent of its efforts to 

% of relatively controllably federal expenditures. (Procur~

ment and R&D are responsible for about 1/3 of military spend

ing, which amounts to 80 percent of relatively controllable 

snending. ) 

The Senate Appropriations Committee does not scrllni7.e 

the entire defense budget. Senators are quite ~ware of the 

House Committee's pre-eminence in ap~ropriations and concen-

trate their limited time reviewing DOD appeals from the House's 

d .• 37 ec 18 }.on. 'l'he number of rec lamas (as the appeals are knmVTI) 

is limited to a minority of House changes. It is thought that 

DOD restrains its claims for fear of antagonizing the Senate 
38 and almost certainly the House. 
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As previously noted, the authorization bodies for mili

tary spendinB:, the House and Senate Armed Services Committees, 

have traditionally mnde only minor restrictions on spending 

levels. Strong proponents of the military h'!tYe domin8t~d 

committee 8nd committee chairmen positions. Further, many 

staff members of these committees may have significant pro

military biases, since they often were previously employed by 

the Pentagon in similar or related work. 39 Seymour Melman 

writes I 

o.ocommittees on Armed Services and Appronria
tions have not only included stron~ly pro-Penta~on 
members, but have operated with virtually no staff 
of their own to given them indeasndent investigative 
and policy form"lating ability. 

When House and Senate settle on different funding levels 

(as is almost invarinbJy the case), a Conference Committee of 

the two bodies must settle the differences and agree at a 

figure. This Committee will focus on the areas of dispute 
4,1 

and typically "swap" disputed items. '1'he predominant form 

of conflict resolution is logrolling. Rarely is a compre-mise 

figure acce,ted. Even though it may be said that the House 

dominates Congressional appropriations scrutiny, this does 

not mean th8.t the House prevails against the Senate in bud-

t f " d t "t· 42 ge J..['Vre e erml.nn l.ons. 

The factor most conspicuously r:md tragically absent 

from Congressional ovp.rsight and a.ppropriations for the mili-

tary is an over-all policy review. While Senators and Repre

sentatives miGht be dp.voted and skilled in eliminating finan

cial trivia from the defense budget, their principle shortcominG 
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•• L~3 was a lack of consideration of major pol1cy 1ssues. The 

conclusions of the Commission on Organization of thp. Execn-

tive Branch of Government, Budgeting and Accountinr substant5ate 

and expand this point. The report stated in part 

Congressional commi ttp.es Cmnkel tfspottl eliminations 
of this or that item that may seem ••• superfluous, 
without ••• fopterminingJ what the actual impm:;tance 
of the item may be in the total picture •••• 

A major error of Congressional budget scrutinv ann appro-

priation~ for DOD is the failure to recognize that the size and 

composition of Executive requests for defense are inevitably 

the result of political influence and pressure. Congress, 

while having the ability to control defense policy (esn(>ci~lly 

through PDTP~E ano. Procurement fundings). often avoids the respon

sibili t~I and simply puts its stamp of approval on n slightly 

altered defense budget (rarely deviating more than a few per-

cent from the requested sums). 

Congress, for perhaps self-serving purposE's and/or rea-

sons of in~titutional bias and system rigidity, has denied 

l!mi t5'!1C st'lff' "'Y.:tcns ions which might fae ~li t~_t~ more rt'aJ.istic 

Congressiol"r!l budcrp.t consideration. 

Conn:rcs~ has fniled to develop the analytical 
cnpnhili ty neceSS[lry -for the entire Congress fully 
to underst2nd the annual defense requests and has 
therefore lacked the confideuce to interpose its 
judgment for the Pentaeon's. ~5 
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Politi~o-economic incentives inrluce hiehly questionably 

defense spending. Just 10 states receive alnost 2/3 of all 

militRrY contracts. Three of the states, - California, Texas, 

and New York receive about 1/3 of all d():Jlars for rnjJitC1ry 

contracts. This ~ay mean several thinrs. First, any ~encral 

increases jn def'ense spendjnf, wlll probably result in added 

economic benefits for these ar.eas. Similarly, any genera.l 

decreases in military spending may create serious economic 

dislocation for selected industries and in areas heavily depen

dent on defense expenditures.46 Bearing in mind constituency 

representation, conservative (military-oriented) spending 

practices, logrolling, and confTE'ssional fear of questioning 

militgry judgment, it becomes apparent that an institutional 

bias toward continually higher milit8TY expenditures is power-

ful ~nd pervasive within Contr,ress. 

Those with the greatest incentive for escalatine DOD 

funding are very often those with greatest influence of the 

levels and distribution of defense benefits. In 1969, half 

of the members of the House Armed Services Committee were 

elected from the top ten states in net value of military con

tracts. More than 2/3 of the members were from the top 20 

states. In the Senate more than 1/3 of the Armed Services 

Committee members were from the top 10 cuntractor states; 

/ 
47 almost 2 J were from the top 20 states. ' 

A powerful or strategic position in the "right" com

mittee can mean the difference between life and death for a 

program based in a member's constituency district. For example, 


